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Swiss Re
Move to ESG Benchmark
“What are the information needs of those new business model innovators”
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Swiss Re 2017

• Total assets:  USD 223 bn

• Total investments: USD 162 bn (investment portfolio of USD 132 bn: 41% gvt bonds, 36% credit, 5% equities)

• Premiums earned and fee income: USD 33 bn (total revenue: USD 42 bn)

The transition 2017

• Systematic integration of ESG considerations into investment process and portfolio

– Enhancements: higher ESG-rated instruments

– Inclusion: themes such as green bonds, renewables, social infrastructure

– Exclusion: avoid investments e.g. related to thermal coal

The reason

“We are convinced that including ESG criteria into the investment process makes economic sense, especially for 
long-term investors, because it improves risk/return profiles and hence reduces downside risks.”

Swiss Re
Move to ESG Benchmark in 2017
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http://reports.swissre.com/2017/

http://reports.swissre.com/2017/


Swiss Re
Information requirements

5http://www.swissre.com/about_us/about_our_business/asset_management/responsible_investing_in_practice.html

http://www.swissre.com/about_us/about_our_business/asset_management/responsible_investing_in_practice.html


Swiss Re
Reporting and impact measurement requirements
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Basis for the transition

“We are convinced that including ESG criteria into the investment process makes economic sense, especially for 
long-term investors, because it improves risk/return profiles and hence reduces downside risks.”

Financial context

• “The cornerstone of our investment philosophy continues to be asset-liability management (ALM).”

• Long-tail business

 Basis up for direct proof for years and decades into the future

Conclusion

 Consistent impact measurement and performance analysis, for own use and for reporting

http://reports.swissre.com/2017/

http://reports.swissre.com/2017/
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Legal notice
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©2018 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You are not permitted to create any modifications 
or derivative works of this presentation or to use it for commercial or other public purposes 
without the prior written permission of Swiss Re.

The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date of 
the presentation and are subject to change without notice. Although the information used 
was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy 
or comprehensiveness of the details given. All liability for the accuracy and completeness 
thereof or for any damage or loss resulting from the use of the information contained in this 
presentation is expressly excluded. Under no circumstances shall Swiss Re or its Group 
companies be liable for any financial or consequential loss relating to this presentation.



Connecting the dots –
Anticipating the impact of our actions

• Simulated Action Analysis for Sustainable Impact
• http://scaling4good.com/project/decision-support-simulation/
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Business transition planning, fulfilling information requirements

http://scaling4good.com/project/decision-support-simulation/


Simulated Action Analysis for Sustainable Impact
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Vision: We will provide an approach to reach decisions of societal relevance 
based on transparency, facts, stated goals, and declared values

• Decision support for businesses, governments, and organizations serving sustainability and business goals consistently

• Simulation model, consistently calculating future states of a system from the present state considering possible future 
interventions

• Comprehensive meta model, bridging between relevant scales and domains

• Support of multiple use cases. First use cases out of more than 20 envisaged at this time:

1. Holistic investment performance

2. Energy-efficient real estate at scale

3. Climate finance disruption

Holistic investment performance

• Goal: Investment portfolio optimizing risk-adjusted economic and non-economic performance across time horizons

• Vision: Corporate investment paves the way for a sustainable economy while being economically viable

• Intended effect: Economically, environmentally, and socially sustainable business

• Reason for companies to act: Incentive and reporting frameworks focusing on economic short-term performance expose 
companies to an undue yet hard-to-measure economic and non-economic risk

➢ The model helps determine which investment will have the maximum impact on risk-adjusted business KPIs and on SDG-related KPIs
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How does it work – Overview
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Meta model
→ existing structural models 
for various domains

→ module for actions to be 
probed 

→ impact aggregated from 
model results

Simulation model
→ state of a system / a country 
/ the world into the future

→ back test: would the model 
have predicted the past?

Networks
→ “glue” between the models

→ connecting numbers with 
narratives, answers with 
reasons
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How does it work – Example: Holistic investment performance 

Issue Nodes

a. Investment decision

b. Investment performance

c. GHG emissions

d. Valuation

e. Economic performance

f. Following investors

g. GHG emissions

h. Natural resources

i. Economic opportunities

j. Regulator response

k. Price levels

l. Consumption

m. Natural resources

n. Acceptance
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What could the output look like 

Effect of Investment Decision

Investment 
return

Time

Green-house gas 
emissions

Net effect

Net effect

Baseline

Baseline

With action

Indicator (Baseline)
Indicator (With action*))

Net effect on indicator

With action

Calculate future states of
● Companies
● Economies
● Societies
● Environment

from current state (data)

Aggregate future states onto
● Business KPIs
● SDG-related KPIs

consistently

*) In this example: Capital 
redeployment
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A brief pre-synthesis
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Characteristics Example Information from data and simulation

Contextualized Reporting to impact measurement Information, aggregation, assumptions

Purposeful Scenario to transition strategy Starting point – look ahead – back test

Four scale Inherently nested Data model – integration – aggregation

Synergistic From unidirectional to interacting Static data – dynamics – feed back

A brief pre-synthesis
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Simulated action analysis allows to anticipate the risk-adjusted economic and non-economic impact of 
transition plans consistently, for optimization, reporting, impact measurement, and performance 
analysis.

• Consistent information at all levels for all actions

• Model as “glue” across scales, time, domains, and between data sets

• Aggregate information about present and future onto classic KPIs and ESG-related KPIs

Food for discussion:


